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Abstract: This article aims towards an analysis of the Slovak Statutory General Anti-Abuse Rule (henceforth GAAR) which entered into force under the initiatives of the EU and OECD on 1 January 2014. The article provides an analysis of the particular construction elements of the implemented GAAR with respect to the European Court of Justice (henceforth ECJ) case law and GAAR legislative practice at EU level, which is seemingly, with regard to the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive GAAR, unstoppable.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the abuse of tax law has become a topical issue in the European Union. This is clearly demonstrated by the case law of the ECJ, the significance of which has contributed to the creation of the principle of prohibition of the abuse of tax law, and it is convincingly justified by the papers in tax law science. ECJ established the prohibition of the abuse of tax law in both indirect and direct taxation areas by Halifax and Cadbury Schweppes rulings. Some years later, a strong legislative initiative in incorporating statutory GAARs began at EU level. Tax jurisdictions of the Central and Eastern European Countries (henceforth CEE countries) were understandably a rather obvious target: most of them had not contained statutory GAAR provisions in their domestic tax systems before. Neither their judicial GAARs – the prohibition of abuse of tax law doctrines had been developed. Or, at the same time, under the judicial development, the domestic doctrine had to face ECJ’s developing prohibition of abuse doctrine in the tax law area.

EU statutory GAARs have the refore played “a model role” by their application in domestic tax systems. However, the way of implementation with regard to the Slovak tax
law is not that obvious, as it will be shown later on. Implementing statutory GAAR without previous experience is rather a serious issue and authors will try to analyse if the Slovak GAAR had been implemented correctly (if not, what would be the way of its implementation). Due to the limited scope of the article, the emphasis will not be fully given to national judicial doctrine of prohibition of tax law abuse. Under the ECJ’s case law development, particular construction elements of statutory GAAR will be analysed in detail.

2. “EU GAAR” as an Implementation Model

GAAR as a rule devoted to prevention of tax evasions and tax avoidance has been in force in the Slovak Tax Code since 1 January 2014, following international initiatives in tax evasions and tax frauds prevention. Under the Explanatory report to Act no. 435/2013 Coll., the reasons for amendment are represented by:
- measures proposed by the Analysis of the payments for goods, services and other forms of payments made by taxpayers for the benefit of persons established in non-cooperative and off-shore jurisdictions, as well as

Especially the wording of the “EU GAAR” that is included in the Commission’s recommendation proved to have a strong influence on the implementation of statutory GAARs within the CEE region. By the wording of legally non-binding recommendation the Slovak law maker had rather promptly transposed the new clause into the Slovak Tax Code. This article is not a comprehensive analysis of the whole abuse of tax law doctrine; attention is devoted only to the analysis of the criteria which had been established by the ECJ taking into account requirements of the statutory GAAR provisions at EU level.

It seems to be clear that “EU GAAR” incorporated in the text of recommendation codifies the formerly developed ECJ doctrine on the prohibition of abuse of tax law.6 This has already been established in Emsland-Stärke – the case dealing with the refund of agricultural levies – where ECJ for the first time identified abuse of law under a twofold test of objective and subjective element of abuse.7 The case became enormously influential for the next development, waiting however until 2006 when abuse of tax law in both areas of indirect taxes (Halifax)8 and direct taxes (Cadbury Schweppes)9 were confirmed. Landmark cases on the prohibition of the abuse of the tax law both followed a twofold test of objective and subjective element of the abuse of tax law settled by Emsland-Stärke.10 However, the concept of the prohibition of tax law abuse in the area of direct taxation established by Cadbury Schweppes developed a much narrower line, limiting the concept of abuse only to wholly artificial arrangements.11 The concept of “artificiality” at EU level, developed by the ECJ found its place in the wording of “EU GAAR” incorporated in the recommendation on aggressive tax planning. EU GAAR was introduced and proposed to be incorporated into national tax systems by means of the following clause: “An artificial
arrangement or an artificial series of arrangements which has been put into place for the essential purpose of avoiding taxation and leads to a tax benefit shall be ignored. National authorities shall treat these arrangements for tax purposes by reference to their economic substance." Apart from that, the recommendation provides few paragraphs that explain concepts used in the wording of the clause – which constitutes particular elements of tax law abuse. Most importantly, after the implementation of the EU GAAR, objective and subjective elements of the Slovak GAAR in Tax Code will be analysed in the following text.

3. Slovak GAAR in Tax Code and Its Application Elements

As mentioned above, apart from the objective and subjective elements which represent the core testing of tax law abuse, other supplementary elements and application problems arise when analysing the wording of the national GAAR. At the very beginning, it is important to stress that GAAR is a new provision without previous experience in the application practice of the Slovak tax law, which is rather supplementing (not replacing) the formerly applied substance over the form rule that has been present and developed within the national case law.

Statutory GAAR has recently became a part of our tax legislation by the following wording: "A legal action or other facts essential for identification, assessment or collection of a tax without an economic substance and resulting into a purpose-built tax avoidance or acquisition of such tax benefit to which the taxpayer would not be otherwise entitled or resulting into a purpose-built reduction in tax liability shall be disregarded within administration of taxes." With the next text, particular construction elements will be analysed with respect to the implemented clause.

When analysing Slovak GAAR in Tax Code, which had been implemented under the Commission’s recommendation on aggressive tax planning, some differences are already present with regard to the application scope of the implemented provision. Contrary to the EU GAAR that had been adopted in order to counteract aggressive tax planning in the area of direct taxation, the scope of the implemented Slovak GAAR is broader and covers all taxes within our tax system – indirect taxes, direct taxes and local taxes. The issue of the application of GAAR with the other levies/fees that are present in our legal system has not been confirmed yet and is rather theoretical, but in our view it could not be fully excluded. GAAR had been implemented as a rule which is aimed at directing not only taxes, but also tax avoidance cases arising from the whole tax system.

When it comes to the scope of situations in which GAAR should find its application, Slovak GAAR refers to legal action or other facts, and it seems that the scope of situations which are mentioned by the EU GAAR overlaps it. However, a legal action or other facts seem to be, in the narrower sense, compared to the concept of arrangement which for the purposes of the recommendation means any transaction, scheme, action, operation, agreement, grant, understanding, promise, undertaking or event. An arrangement may comprise more than one step or any part of it. Even the fact that by the wording of recommendation the arrangement may comprise more than one step or might partly bring
some chaos by interpreting national GAAR. What could be an important moment for the application of GAAR? The verbatim Interpretation of the wording of the Slovak GAAR, the provision in itself shall be applied as soon as there is a legal action or some other fact that fulfills the statutory requirements of the applicable provision. This might rather be an expression of the need to introduce GAAR as an instrument which is applicable to all taxes, not only to tax avoidance schemes in the area of direct taxation that typically consists of more transactions, steps and operations in order to reach the final “tax arrangement”. The terminology seems to be somehow confusing, nevertheless legal actions create arrangement(s). The issue is becoming interesting when it comes to the analysis of the objective and subjective testing of the Slovak statutory GAAR.

3.1. The Objective Test of the Slovak GAAR

The objective element of the abuse of tax law testing has been present already from Emsland-Stärke where ECJ held that despite formal observance of the conditions laid down by the Community rules, the purpose of those rules has not been achieved.\(^\text{17}\) Subsequently, the objective element has been confirmed under actions that resulted in obtaining tax benefit contrary to the purpose of those provisions in Halifax.\(^\text{18}\) Similarly, in order to find an abusive arrangement under Cadbury Schweppes ruling the objective pursued by the freedom of the establishment has not been achieved.\(^\text{19}\)

The objective element is specified in the EU GAAR as well. Under paragraph 4.5 of the text of recommendation, “the purpose of an arrangement or series of arrangements consists in avoiding taxation where, (regardless of any subjective intentions of the taxpayer), it defeats the object, spirit and purpose of the tax provisions that would otherwise apply”. It is therefore clear that the objective element is particularly emphasized by the wording of the above mentioned provision. But the requirement is given rather cumulatively and the objective element, interpreting the provision literally may be present only when the action of the taxpayer is of such kind that it defeats the object, spirit and purpose of the tax provisions that would otherwise apply.\(^\text{20}\) Interpretation problems are connected with the fact whether the object, spirit and purpose of the tax provision are of the same meaning or whether this should be examined separately. Lastly, EU GAAR is only a non-binding soft law and member states are free to implement the provision under their domestic interpretation standards, the therefore a closer look at the wording of the implemented provision at the issue is needed.

Reading the wording of the Slovak GAAR in Tax Code the very first impression evokes that the objective element has to be deduced since it is not really clear from the wording of the clause. Where is the objective element in the Slovak GAAR? If we interpret the objective element in accordance with the ECJ case law and the EU GAAR, the objective element is actually not explicitly present within the wording of the clause. There is no explicit reference regarding the objective testing neither under the explanatory report with the amending law.\(^\text{21}\) The economic substance as an emphasized concept could not represent the objective test, it is rather a subjective criterion that is connected with the issue of artificiality. If we regard the objective test under EU law as a tool of testing
the taxpayer’s action against the object, purpose or the spirit of the particular tax provision (law), then such a test is simply not present within the wording of the Slovak GAAR. The provision in itself rather accounts for three statutory alternatives (besides the lack of the economic substance of the legal action or the other fact) if the abuse of tax law shall be confirmed. In order to apply GAAR, a legal action or other facts without an economic substance that fulfil one of the three alternatives have to be present. Either the y have to result in:
- a purpose-built tax avoidance or
- an acquisition of such tax benefit to which the taxpayer would not be otherwise entitled or
- a purpose-built reduction in tax liability.22

An interesting point of these statutory alternatives in order to meet the legislative criteria of abuse is represented by the fact that only one of them mentions directly the obtainment of tax benefit as a substantial element when GAAR should be applied. Seemingly, it looks as if the words’ purpose and result have been mixed in implementing the statutory GAAR. However, incorporating the test of “result” is not quite obvious. If there are more results of the particular transaction, which one should be decisive for the application of GAAR? Are non-tax results of importance interpreting the clause? The necessity of “result” in testing abuse brings only more chaos to the interpretation of the provision. After all, at the end of the day, in determining whether an arrangement or series of arrangements has led to a tax benefit, national authorities are invited to compare the amount of tax due by a taxpayer, having regard to those arrangement(s), with the amount that the same taxpayer would owe under the same circumstances in the absence of the arrangement(s).23 This is in our view the way the result should be understood. However, the wording of GAAR evokes that apart from the unclear objective test, the subjective test plays an important role on the whole in identifying abuse.

3.2. The Subjective Test in the Slovak GAAR

Being of equal importance, the subjective test (starting already in Emsland-Stärke) represents besides the objective test the second criterion in identifying abuse. Reliability of the subjective testing had been partially disturbed by opinions of the general advocate in Halifax.24 Nevertheless, the ECJ had never resigned of finding both elements in order to identify abuse. Under the ECJ doctrine of prohibition of abuse, the subjective test is represented by the intention of the taxpayer to obtain tax benefit.25

Again, a closer look on how the subjective test is reflected by the wording of the Slovak GAAR is needed. Subjective testing is at EU level terminologically bounded by the concept of artificiality which has been brought to the wording of EU GAAR from the ECJ rulings. It was the ECJ in the first place, who mentioned the concept of (wholly) artificial arrangements, the combat which authorizes the restriction of the freedom of the establishment.26 The concept of artificiality lies apparently at the heart of the Commission’s recommendation on aggressive tax planning. Under par. 4.4 of the recommendation, for
the purposes of EU GAAR an arrangement or a series of arrangements are artificial when it lacks commercial substance. Such an explanation only replaces one ambiguous concept by another one and does not make it clear at all. An ambition to provide some examples of artificiality is rather positive; however, the shortlist might be only seen as a codification of few situations of abusive practices coming from the more developed national judicial doctrines of tax abuse, such as the German or British. A non-binding recommendation left the door open for transposing the subjective testing under the national standards and imaginations of the member states.

If we examine the wording of the Slovak GAAR in detail, there is nothing like an artificiality concept within the GAAR at all. However, apart from fulfilling one of the three statutory alternatives in order to identify abuse, the legal act or some other fact has to lack economic substance. Already from the wording of the clause it is evident that finding “economic substance” is prioritized in order to identify abuse, apart from the cumulative fulfilment of the one of the three above mentioned statutory alternatives. “Searching for” the economic substance of a transaction has a rather long history in our judicial doctrine with respect to the substance over form principle that has been applied in our tax system for a long time. The role of the principle within its meaning was to counteract simulation actions and sham transaction within the tax administration before the adoption of the statutory GAAR. The adoption of the statutory GAAR and a developed ECJ case law on prohibition of abuse rather involved application problems. There is a clear confusion in the contemporary judiciary when it comes to testing the abuse of tax law. Developing case law started to operate not only with finding the objective and subjective element of abuse as it was brought by the ECJ rulings, but also to hold on the finding of economic substance of the transaction. This might create confusion but on the other hand the substance over form principle is still present in the Tax code. After all, the economic substance may be easily found and proved on the value added tax cases, but it has not been tested on corporate tax avoidance cases from the area of direct taxation by courts yet. The finding of the “real” economic substance in such cases might be in our view much more difficult and the economic substance test might become less reliable. Subsequently, the purpose test as a part of subjective testing (or as a separate additional element of finding abuse) is of significant importance by identifying abusive practices as well.

3.3. Purpose Test

Purpose test represents one of the most controversial issues when discussing GAARs. The terminological chaos has already been caused by different “intensity” expressions of testing the purpose of arrangements what has been brought by the ECJ. First of all, the essential purpose had been presented by Halifax as a criterion in identifying abuse. After that, things became more complicated under Part Service ruling in which more “levels” of purpose were illustrated. Following the development of ECJ ruling, the expression of the intensity of tested purpose is far from being clear and the ECJ and domestic courts collide amongst many alterations – from the sole purpose, through
principal purpose, one of the principal purposes up to the essential purpose of the arrangement (transaction).

Purpose test is a part of the EU GAAR brought by the Commission’s recommendation on aggressive tax planning. Under the meaning of the EU GAAR, the essential purpose of the arrangement (transaction) is relevant. An attempt to clarify “the essential purpose” is subsequently provided by par. 4.6 of the recommendation, under which “for the purposes of point 4.2, a given purpose is to be considered essential where any other purpose that is or could be attributed to the arrangement or series of arrangements appears most negligible, in view of all the circumstances of the case”. In our view, this merely contributes to understanding of what actually the essential purpose is. It only makes the situation more difficult by identifying more purposes, the negligibility and circumstances of which have to be compared. Apart from that, the wording of the clause of EU GAAR is contrary to the ECJ’s case law since par. 4.2, mentions an artificial arrangement or an artificial series of arrangements which has been put into place for the essential purpose of avoiding taxation. Consistently with the ECJ’s rulings, an essential purpose of arrangement should be manifested by obtaining tax benefit in the first place.

Implementing EU GAAR, the intensity of “purpose testing” had (luckily) not been specified within the wording of the Slovak GAAR. On the other hand, the explanatory report brings more chaos providing the aim of the new clause which is “to enable tax authorities to disregard within administration, e.g. artificial transactions and structures created for the purpose of an undesired tax optimization, even in a case when such an optimizing is not the sole purpose of the transactions and structures“ (what is actually contrary to the wording of the clause). The wording of the Slovak GAAR rather leaves the door open for tax authorities and courts to interpret and potentially sets limits to the required purpose for abusive arrangements. Purpose test as such is in our view a rather unreliable and questionable criterion that might easily tempt tax authorities and courts to focus on the purpose of the arrangement instead other criteria by identifying abusive practices.

### 3.4. Tax Advantage and Legal Consequences

Tax advantage presents a part of GAAR testing and the EU GAAR provides in this respect under par. 4.7 with a few situations when tax benefit may occur. A demonstrative list of a few situations under which tax benefit occurs is rather promising, suggesting that the idea of the tax benefit is of a broader scope. However, assessment of the situation if arrangement or series of arrangements lead to a tax benefit under par. 4.2 of the recommendation relies on a fiction. In our view, tax advantage represents the result of the arrangement (transaction) and it is up to the tax authority to prove its obtainment. Nevertheless, the finding and confirming of the objective element and subjective element of abuse should be performed in the first place. Otherwise, the fictitious reconstruction of the arrangement without having any specified discretionary limits might unjustifiably strengthen decisive powers of tax authorities. Once the obtainment of tax benefit is confirmed by the tax authority, the taxpayer fails to prove the opposite.
When it comes to legal consequences of the application of GAAR, Slovak GAAR corresponds with the EU GAAR which provides that an abusive arrangement (or series of arrangements) shall be ignored. As it is provided by par. 4.2 of the recommendation, national authorities shall treat these arrangements for tax purposes by reference to their economic substance, what brings us back to the substance over form principle applied in our national tax law for decades.


Legislative ambitions of EU law makers of recent years with respect to statutory GAARs have been intensified and manifested by the prompt adoption of Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (henceforth ATAD). ATAD GAAR represents in itself the ultimate force to adopt statutory GAAR for those member states who have not entered statutory GAAR in their domestic laws by now. GAAR incorporated in the art. 6 of Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive is the measure of “minimum standard” and shall not preclude the application of domestic or agreement-based provisions aimed at safeguarding a higher level of protection for domestic corporate tax bases. As the preamble of the Directive says, it is important to ensure that the GAARs should be applicable in domestic situations, within the Union and vis-à-vis third countries in a uniform manner, so that their scope and results of application in domestic and cross-border situations do not differ. It is outside the scope of the article to bring a closer analysis of the issue, however, ATAD GAAR seems like a follower of previous statutory EU GAARs and ECJ’s case law and becomes a “codification mixture” of all. However, the question of application scope makes it different as it was constructed to apply only to corporate taxation. Despite the fact that Slovakia already has GAAR incorporated in its Tax Code, several implementation possibilities could be mentioned. The situation becomes more interesting regarding our tax system compared with member states that lack statutory GAAR in their tax systems (and are obliged to incorporate ATAD GAAR into their domestic tax legislation). As we already have statutory GAAR, the following possibilities could be mentioned:

- incorporation of the ATAD GAAR into the domestic law for all tax purposes with the corresponding repeal of the existing statutory GAAR; or
- implementation of the ATAD GAAR according to the original scope of the Directive and preservation of traditional statutory GAARs for all other taxpayers and tax liabilities; or
- no explicit implementation of the ATAD GAAR in the domestic legislation holding the view that existing GAARs suffice.

It seems likely that none of these three options could be rejected from the very first impression while applying the GAAR concept for the Slovak tax system. However, due to the limited extent of the article the issue of the implementation possibilities of the ATAD GAAR is fully left for another time.
5. Conclusion

The concept of statutory GAARs is currently gaining a remarkable attention in tax systems all around the world. Statutory GAARs at EU level became such phenomena that member states had to deal with in the last years. CEE countries are especially targeted by the implementation of GAARs since the statutory (and often judicial) concept of GAARs had been lacking in their tax systems and (or) is just under development. The case of statutory Slovak GAAR that has been implemented under the Commission's recommendation on aggressive tax planning (EU GAAR) shows that the implementation went rather on its own way and the final wording of the GAAR in the Tax code is rather different from what was requested by the EU GAAR and ECJ’s case law at the end of the day. In our view, the main issue of the Slovak GAAR is that it totally gives up on objective testing and attracts its attention to “economic substance” testing what is still not really “clearly” developed by courts and only expresses the nature of the substance over form rule applied by tax authorities and courts for decades before.\(^44\) The new clause has however not been tested properly by courts, so the interpretation could only be presumed. The abuse of tax law was judicially confirmed in Slovakia only a few years ago under the decision of the Highest Court\(^45\) issued after answering preliminary ruling by ECJ (Tanoarch).\(^46\) After that, the way of the identification of abuse of tax law by courts is not consistent relying on objective and subjective testing on the one hand, and finding of the economic substance on the another one. Nevertheless, it is, in our view, just the beginning of the journey in which statutory GAARs will play a more important role. However, for next time the way of the implementation should not be underestimated.
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